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For Immediate Release:
EIU STUDENT RESEARCHERS TO PRESENT PROJECTS
CHARLESTON -- Eastern Illinois University students who have studied methods of
research this semester will demonstrate what they've learned during a two-day forum scheduled
for the coming week.
Students of psychology instructors Joe Williams, Cari Brito and Ronan Bernas will
display poster presentations outlining information they've collected during the past semester on
a variety of different subjects. According to Williams, the boards will be displayed from 1 to 5
p.m. Monday, Dec. 4, along the first floor hallway of Eastern's Physical Science Building. The
student researchers will be with their poster displays in order to answer questions and explain
findings.
Then, between the hours of 3:30 and 5:30p.m. Tuesday, Dec. 5, these same students

will be giving oral presentations/slide shows - approximately 10 minutes in length -examining
the same material. Presentations will be given concurrently in rooms 106, 108 and 127, also in
the Physical Sciences Building.
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Members of the community, as well as EIU students, faculty and staff, are welcome to
come to either or both events. There is no admission charge.
Williams noted that both the poster presentations and oral presentations provide student
researchers with hands-on experience that will be invaluable as they advance on to graduate
school and careers. Most likely, Williams said, these students will go on some day to present
similar presentations as professionals in regional and international meetings.
Topics included in this year's poster sessions/oral presentations are:
•

"Impact of Models' Race and Size on Women";

•

"Impact of Viewing Time and Picture Gender on Recognition, Attractiveness, Rivalness
and Mateness";

•

"Effects of Music Familiarity and Style on Word Memory Tasks and Affective States";

•

"Effects of Distractions on Memory Recall and Mood";

•

"Evaluation of First Impressions of Facial Adornment and Gender";
"Personality and How It Relates to Stress in International Students";

•

"The Interaction of Self-Esteem, Social Support, Purpose in Life and Personality Among
College Students";

•

"Personality as a Predictor of Social Support and its Effects on Stress Vulnerability";

•

"Type A/8 Personality as Reflected on Stress Vulnerability and Social Support";

•

"Familial Alcoholism and Family Dysfunction and its Implications for Stress";

•

"The Impact Self-Esteem and Personality Have on Athletes Vs. Non-Athletes";

•

"The Relationship Between Personality, Family Environment and Self-Esteem";

•

"Gender Differences in Memory for Adjectives and Verbs of Positive and Negative
Connotation";

•

"The Effects of Gender and Sexual Orientation on Choice of a Political Candidate";

•

"The Effects of Personality Similarity and Gender of Judging Other People's Actions,"
and

•

"The Effects of Text Style and Color on Reading Comprehension."
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